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Dear Teacher, 

The focus of the Akshara Maths is to make sure that every child in your class understands 
and enjoys maths and you can cover the syllabus. To do this, the program uses three 
strategies: 

Approach

 a) Constructivism: A child creates her own knowledge by engaging with the environment. 

You, as a teacher, support her in this process.  Akshara Ganita uses a Concrete-

Representational-Abstract (CRA) approach to help the child understand a concept. First, 

each concept is introduced concrete material from the maths kit. Here the child learns by 

doing. Second, the concept is demonstrated using pictorial representations of the 

concrete material. Finally, the concept is taught in abstract form using mathematical 

notation. Students are also given practice in mental maths, word problems and 

application of the concepts to their daily life. This makes sure that students have a strong 

conceptual knowledge of each concept.  

b) Co-operative Learning: Learning in peer groups has a positive impat on the learning.  

Akshara Ganita  recommends co-operative learning using small group of students (5-6 

children in a group) with mixed levels of achievement. In these groups the students who 

are already familiar with the concepts, deepen their understanding by teaching others 

where as students who are having difficulties get support from their friends.  

c) Continuous Assessments:  Every child can and should learn maths, but learn at different 

speeds and in different ways. Assessments help you know the level of understanding of 

children in particular concepts so that you  can help in advancing that learning. It also 

serves as a feedback to you so that you can focus on particular concepts that are not 

understood by many children in your class. Akshara Ganita uses  ‘mini’ assessments at 

the end of every concept. 

TLM
 

The following TLM is provided in this programme:  

• Math Kit : It comprises concrete material to be used to introduce all the concepts in lower 

primary maths syllabus.  

• Teacher’s Manual (s) :  Class by Class lesson plans to cover the entire syllabus using the 

CRA approach.  It also has ideas of assessing the children using concrete materials at 

the end of each conceptual module. 

• Cooperative Learning Workbook(s) : These are worksheets that children solve in small 

groups and use pictorial representation of concrete materials.  Each lesson has Work 

Cards that the group can solve collaboratively. Also, there are assessment work cards 

that let us evaluate the conceptual understanding of a any child at the end of a 

conceptual module. 

 
 

How does it work?  

Bridge Course: Bridge course should be run for at least four weeks before starting the 
regular lesson plans. An initial assessment (pre-test)  should be conducted before you start 
the Bridge course to give you a picture of  the actual learning levels in your class vis-a-vis 
the expected learning levels. A learning progress tracker helps you get this picture of your 
class at an overall level. You can then choose your strategy to conduct the Bridge Course 
based on that. For concepts that are not grasped by a majority of children, you can choose 



 

to take them in a whole class teaching mode.  For concepts that are not understood by a few 
children, you can put them in groups of children who are well versed at the concepts so that 
they can learn them during the bridge course. Thus the pre-test would help you to decide on 
how to conduct the bridge course as well as how to make groups for cooperative learning. 
Teacher’s manual explains all the Lower Primary School maths concepts using activities and 
concrete materials. You can choose the topics that you would like to cover and the time you 
want to spend on each topic based on your assessments of what concepts need to be 
taught. By the end of the bridge course, children should be familiar with the concepts from 
previous classes using the Akshara Math methodology. You can again test the 
understanding using a test similar to pre –test and update the learning progress tracker. 

Annual Plan:  A plan of work that links your textbook to the Akshara Ganita Teacher’s 
Manual is provided. Please follow the sequence suggested in the plan of work. You will have 
to choose how many periods do you want to devote to each step in this plan. This jiuss t a 
plan, and should change based on the progress your class shows based on the continuous 
and comprehensive assessments.   

Teaching: Each concept is covered in many steps. In each step, the concept is introdeudc 
using concrete material from the maths kit. Then sufficient time shouldb e given to children 
to practice using maths TLM in small groups till you are satisfied that a majority of them have 
understood the concept. Group workbook has specific group work-cards that children sovel  
in small groups.  The objective is to reinforce the concept. You caalns o use the textbook 
exercises at this stage. Finally, there are a few concluding activities and then you move on to 
the next steps. Notes section gives tips on common difficulties childer n face in that concept, 
as well as some suggestions for you. 

Evaluation: Once all the steps of a concept module are complete, there is an eassssment 
period that will help you assess the understanding of all the children in your c. la sTshis 
includes activities using math kit which is worked upon by the entire groupa nd a worksheet 
that each child solves by herself. By conducting this assessment, you  wgiellt a sense of 
whether each child in your class has understood the concept. If a child has understootdh e 
concept, you should note the date on the learning progress chart against her name for th at
concept. If some children have not been able to understand the concepts, you can organies 
a remedial teaching using some other children from the same group. You can retake the test 
after a week and if this time she has understood the concept, note down the da tteh ein 
progress chart. If many children in your class have not got a concept, uyo should consider 
covering the chapter one more time. 

 Programme Research:  In order to check if the programme is effective or needs to be 
changed, Akshara requests you to share the results of the pre-test and conduct a similar test 
(post-test) at the end of the year and share those results with Akshara as well. The objective 
of this test is not to test a child or to compare results between schools. The only way this 
data will be used to measure the effectiveness of the Akshara Maths Programme. 

The course is designed with inputs from primary school teachers like you.  If you have any 
suggestions for improving the material please provide your feedback to Akshara support 
staff visiting your school.  We will incorporate your suggestions in the future versions of 
these manuals. 

 

Akshara Ganita Resource Team 

 

PS: We have referred to the following documents in deciding the content of this resource 
book: 



 

a) National Curriculum Framework  2005 (NCF2005, Chapter 3.2) 
b) Position Paper of The National Focus Group on Teaching of Mathematic s(NCERT)  
c) State Curricular Policy Framework (DSERT, Karnataka) 
d) Syllabus for Primary School Mathematics (DSERT, Karnataka) 
e) Source Book for Assessment for Classes I – V: Mathematics (NCERT) 

 

 

 

  



 

Group Learning 
 

Why  learn in teams 

• It helps the students think about the concept and teach others. The above average 

children get to teach their friends and in turn become more confident, where as below 

average children get personal help from their friends. 

• It is easier for the teacher to manage groups rather than work with indidvui al children. 

• The results have shown that this improves the results for every membre of the team no 

matter whether they are below average, average or above average in their maths skills.  

Setting up teams
 

• Decide on the number of groups you would like to have (with each group having bweteen 

4 – 6 children). Make sure your class has at least two groups. 

• Divide your class into three different levels in maths based on the pre tet sresults: 

average, above average and below average. Now equally divide these in each group, so 

each group has equal number of above average, average and below average students.   

• Also ensure that both boys and girls are equally distributed in these team sS.imilarly 

children from different social and economic background or different localities are equally 

distributed in these teams.   

• Assign names to the teams. Also in each team name each team membr eby letter 

names.   

• You can change the teams every semester if you observe any team is vye rstrong or 

very weak compared to other teams in the class. 

 

Working in teams

 

• Once the teacher has explained the concept, the students can discuss the top iacmong 

themselves and clear any doubts for other children. If a team needs help, teacher can 

also help a team. 

• Then the team works together on solving the work cards / text book probmles that the 

teacher asks them to work on. 

 

Rules for Team Work

 

• Either all of the team members win or none of them do.   

•  Every member is equal. No member can dominate the group.   

 

  



 

Continuous Assessments

 

For you to be able to help the children understand the concepts, it is important that you know 
there progress in learning from time to time.  You can do this by reyg uulpadrlating the 
learning tracker for each child in your class. The learning trackeisrt sl  the concepts that a 
child should have already mastered in the previous year as well as the concepts thast he is 
likely to master through the current year.  

For each child you should note down the date on which you tested the child and were 
satisfied with the child’s understanding of that concept. This need not be done oant e time 
for all the children in class. Anytime you get an opportunity, you can ask thec hild questions 
related to a given concepts that the child is working on. You may have to assse tshe child 
more than once before you are convinced that she has got the concept. For examp lsea,y 
your class is working on 3 digit numbers (class 3). Now you want to assess whether children 
have mastered the place value concept. You can decide to pick a few children (3-5 chdil ren) 
each day and assess them using the suggestions given in the teacher’s manual and 
assessment work cards. Then note down the date in the learning tracker against the children 
who have demonstrated the understanding of a concept. For children who were not able to 
do so, you can reassess them after a few days. Like this over a weektw oor  weeks you 
would have assessed all the children in your class. 

At the beginning of the year, the pre-test at the starting of the bridge coeu rasssesses all 
children in your class for all the concepts. This can be used to update the concepts related to 
the previous class. Again, the test at the end of the bridge course would providoeu  ywith 
another opportunity to assess these concepts. 

How to use this information?

 
The test at the start of bridge course will provide you a picture of th econcepts that children 
in your class are comfortable with. Any concept that is not mastered by meo trhan 80% of 
your class should be covered during the bridge course.  For concepts that are not 
understood only by a few children, you can assign the task of teaching the concetop t the 
group that the child is in and monitor the progress through the bridge course an dif needed 
during the regular lessons after the bridge course. 

You should assess your class continuously on the concepts that have been introduced by 
you. The teacher’s manual gives suggestions on how to assess the understanding of 
particular concepts using activities as well as assessment work car dAs.s  you progress 
through this exercise you will get an idea of concepts that children are finddiinffigc ult to 
understand and that you may need to revisit. Again, 80% of your class should have 
mastered a concept for you to move ahead to the next topic and a remedial teachin g by
child’s group should be arranged for children who still lag behind. 

All the children in your class can and should learn math.  Continuous assessments help you 
to plan in making this happen. 
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MO NE Y 
 

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
Class 1 
•   Identifies common currency notes and coins. 
•   Puts together small amounts of money. 
Class 2 
•   Identifies currency - notes and coins. 
•   Puts together amounts of money not exceeding Rs 50/-. 
•   Adds and subtracts small amounts of money mentally. 
•   Transacts an amount using 3-4 notes. 
Class 3 
•   Converts Rupee to Paise using play money. 
•   Adds and subtracts amounts using column addition, and subtraction without 

regrouping. 
•  Makes rate charts and bills. 
Class 4 

•   Converts Rupees to Paise. 
•  Adds and subtracts amounts using column addition and subtraction with 

regrouping. 
•   Uses operations to find totals, change, multiple costs and unit cost. 
•   Estimates roughly the totals and total cost. 
Class 5 
•   Applies the four operations in solving problems involving money. 

 
TLM 
•     Play Money 

 
LEARNING PATHWAY: 
Step 1: Introducing Currency and Denominations 
Step 2: Money Transactions and Conversions 
Step 3: Working with Bills 
Step 4: Operations with Money 
Formative Assessment
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Introduction 
 Play a Bank game where children can change money. For example give five 1 

rupee notes to get   Rs 5 note etc. Similarly, coins can be exchanged. Explain 
various  money equivalents  like ten 10 rupees make a hundred.  Two 25 paise 
coins make 50 paise and so on. 

 Play shopping  game where children can pretend  to sell toys or food items for 
common  values  (Rs  1, Rs 5 etc.)  and  other  can  buy these  things  using  play 
money. Let them calculate the amounts and change for simple shopping 
transactions (for example, buying 2-3 items that cost less than Rs 50). 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and  Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Play: What is the change? Ask children if the cost of a apple is Rs 3 and you 

have only two 2 rupees. How much change will you get?  If you buy a chocolate 
that costs 40p and you gave 1Rs what change will you get back? And so on. 

Notes 

 
S TEP 1: I NT R O DU C IN G CUR RE N C Y AN D DE NO MI NA TI O N S 

Learning Objective: Understands the use of money and the various denominations. 
Introduction 
 Children  are likely to be familiar  with shopping  and money  already.  Introduce 

Rupee Notes (1Rs, 5 Rs, 10Rs, 50Rs, 100Rs) using Play Money. Show them 
that Rs 1 and Rs 5 can be available either as coins or as notes. 

 Using coins discuss all the coins (10p, 25p and 50p) to children and discuss how 
they are related with each other - two 25p coins make 50p, two 50p or four 25p 
coins make one rupee. 

     Practice simple transaction involving only rupees. 
Reinforcement 
Textbook and  Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Distribute play money to the groups and ask them to give you three 10 notes, 

four  5 notes and so on 
Notes 

 
STE P 2 : MO N E Y T RA NSA C TI O N S A N D C O NVE RS I O NS 

Learning  Objective:  Is  able  to  make  simple  money  transaction  and  tender  right 
change using conversions to do so. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S TE P 3: W O RK I NG W ITH B I LL S 
Learning  Objective:  Understands  how  bills  are  prepared  and  transactions  in  a 
shop. 
Introduction 
•     Ask children to play a shopping game. Let some children act as a shopkeepers 

(make a rate card for items and tell him/her how many of each item s/he has to
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sell). Let one child act as a Banker, who can change money. Now give children 
different denomination notes (  10,   20 etc) and shop. Ask everyone to keep
a note of what they did. Discuss. 

     Explain  preparation  of Bills.   Use the examples  from the game played earlier. 
Collect bills from various shops and discuss particular of bills in groups. 

 Explain  the  concept  of  profit  and  loss  (only  absolute  values,  do  not  discuss 
percentage). 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Discuss various situations where children have shopped. Ask them where 

printed bills are given and where oral bills are used. 
Tips / Hard Spots 

 
STE P 4: O PE RA TI O NS W I TH MO N E Y 

Learning Objective: Performs basic operations on money. 
Introduction 
 Discuss various situations where basic operations are required to compute 

amounts. Example, if a banana costs 60p how can you pay the shopkeeper for 3 
bananas. 

 If I have Rs 100 and I gave Rs 50 to my brother. How much money is left with 
me? 

 Discuss how sums, differences, products can be found using money 
represented in Rupees and paisa and regrouping. 

 Now discuss how decimals can be used to represent money and operations 
using decimals. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Discuss many real life problems [word problems] and solve them using basic 

operations. 
Tips / Hard Spots 

     Introduce decimals notation only after you have introduce decimals in numbers. 
Till then work with Rupees and Paise separately. 

 
 
 

Activities 
FO R MA TI V E AS SE S SME NT

4.   Concept: Transaction with Money & Bills 
Material: Play Money 
Tasks: 
a.    Play money change and shopping games with the child 
Observations: 
i.     Observe if the child understands changing money as well as performing money 

transactions. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Class 1 

LEN G TH

•   Distinguishes between near, far, thin, thick, longer/taller, shorter, high, low. 
•   Seriates objects by comparing their length. 
•   Measures short lengths in terms of non-uniform units (in the context of games 

e.g. ‘Gilli Danda’ and ‘marble games’). 
•  Estimates distance and length, and verifies using non uniform units (e.g. hand 

span etc.) 
Class 2 
•  Measures lengths & distances along short & long paths using uniform (non- 

standard) units, extends to longer lengths. 
Class 3 
•   Appreciates the need for a standard unit. 
•   Measures length using appropriate standard units of length by choosing between 

centimetres and metres. 
•   Estimates the length of given object in standard units and verifies by measuring. 
•   Uses a ruler 
•   Relates centimetre and metre. 
Class 4 
•   Relates metre with centimetre; 
•   Converts metre into centimeters and vice versa. 
•   Solves problems involving length and distances. 
•   Estimates length of an object and distance between two given locations. 
Class 5 
•  Applies the four operations in solving problems involving length, weight and 

volume. 
•  Relates commonly used larger and smaller units of length, weight and volume 

and converts one to the other. 
•   Applies simple fractions to quantities. 
•   Converts fractional larger unit into complete smaller units. 

 
TLM 
•     Measuring Tape 
•     Scale 

 
LEARNING PATHWAY: 
Step 1: Concept of Length 
Step 2: Measurement of Length with Informal Units 
Step 3: Measurement of Length with Standard Units 
Step 4: Operations with Length 
Formative Assessment
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Introduction 
 Compare  two  objects  directly  to  find  which  is  taller,  shorter,  longer,  wider  or 

thicker. Compare two objects using another object. Explain that when we want 
to know how tall, long, short, wide, or thick something is, we use the concept of 
length. 

 Ask children to arrange themselves from short to tall. Arrange objects based on 
their length. 

 Play games asking children which is far, from class to HMs office, home or post 
office?  Explain  when  we need to find how close  or far two objects  are or an 
object is from us we need the concept of distance. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook & Work Cards 
Concluding Activities 
 Give children an object and ask them to find an object longer than that in the 

classroom. 
Notes 
•  While estimating by comparison, the different objects should have the same 

starting point. For example, if one child is standing on the floor and the other on 
a step, there will be a difference in measure as their feet are at different 
positions. 

 

STE P 1 : CO N CE P T O F L E N G T H 
Learning   Objective:   Understands   concept   of   length   and   distance   and   uses 
vocabulary associated with it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S TE P 2 : M E AS U R E M EN T O F L EN G T H W ITH I NFO R MA L U NI TS 
Learning Objective: Measures objects using non standard measures like foot, hand 
span, rope and so on. 
Introduction 
• Ask children to find if the door is closer or window is closer. The Board is wider 

or the window and so on. [Ask for objects which the child cannot place side by 
side  and  compare  and  are  of  similar  size].  Discuss  how  they  compared  the 
objects length. 

• Ask them to verify using informal  methods  like counting  the number of steps, 
hand span etc. 

• Explore  the  non-standard  ways  of  measuring  length:  using  arm  spans,  hand 
spans, leg spans, etc. 

• Draw  a curve  on the blackboard  and ask children  how they  will measure  the 
length of curve. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Work Cards 
Concluding Activities 
• Discuss what other real life situations like flower shop and so on where length is 

measured in non standard units.  Ask children to measure different distance 
using non standard measures.
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Introduction 
 Ask the children to measure any length (say length of the blackboard) using non 

standard measures (say hand spans). Compare the length measured by a few 
different children and discuss why there is a difference. Then discuss the need 
for standard units of measurement. 

 Introduce meter as a standard way of measuring things all over the world.  Show 
one  meter  on the  measuring  tape  and  make  a meter  rope  by cutting  a rope 
exactly to a meter. Ask them to practice measuring things in the school (length 
of the class, width of the playground etc.). Explain that this is very similar to 
measuring how many steps you have to take to reach one point from another. 
Now the difference is each step is 1mtr long. 

 Now discuss  what  would  you do if you wanted  to measure  the distance  from 
Bangalore to Mysore. Discuss the need for larger units and introduce kilometers 
(1Km = 1000mtrs).  Similarly,  explain if we want to measure  smaller  distances 
like the length of a pencil, we measure it in centimeters (1m = 100 cm). 

 Explain  measurement  of  length  using  a  ruler  /  measuring  tape.  Ensure  that 
children  align  the  0  of  the  tape  with  the  starting  point  of  the  length  being 
measured. 

     Practice measuring objects with scale where the initial point is not at zero (say at 
1 cm) and show you could still figure out how long an object is by looking at the 
number of 1 cm ‘steps’. 

     Ask children to estimate their classmate’s height using non standard measures 
and then verify using a measuring tape. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook & Work Cards 
Concluding Activities 
 Discuss situations where estimation should be good enough and where accurate 

measurements are mandatory. Like buying shirt fabric estimation will do but 
stitching a shirt accurate measurements are required. 

Notes 
 Children associate the final reading with the measurement without ensuring that 

measurement starts at zero. Make sure all the children are using zero as their 
starting point, both while measuring and constructing. (However, you could 
explain that it need not always start with zero. If they start if two, say, they will 
have to subtract two from the final reading.) 

 Meter is the standard unit of length. Other units are related to this. Kilo (1000), 
centi (1/100), mili (1/1000). Similarly, Deca (10), Hecto (100) and Deci (1/10). 
Similar conversions are used in every unit of measure. 

     Ability to estimate lengths is an important skill in real life. 

Notes 
 

S TE P 3 : M E AS U R E M EN T O F L EN G T H W ITH S TA ND AR D UNI TS 
Learning  Objective:  Understands  need  for  standard  units  and  measures  using 
measuring devices in standard units. Is able to estimate lengths and distances and 
verify it using standard measure.
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Introduction 
     Discuss situations where sums and differences of lengths need to be computed.

Like distance between first to second place and second to third place is known 
and  we  need  to  compute  distance  between  first  to  third  place.  Give  many 
examples like this. 

 Discuss situations when you need to add lengths. For example, If one uniform 
can  be  stitched  in  1mtr  50cm  how  much  cloth  do  we  need  for  2  uniforms. 
Please write meters and centimeters separately and not in decimal form. Explain 
that  a hundred  centimeters  is the same  as a meter.  Convert  centimeters  into 
meters when required. 

Meters       Centimeters 
25mtr   30cm 

+17mtr   75cm 
=42 mtr   105cm 
=43 mtr   5cm 

 

 
 Similarly, discuss situations when you need subtraction of lengths. For example: 

How taller  is a child  from  another.    Show  how  lengths  can  be subtracted  as 
shown above. 

 Practice  addition  and  subtraction  of  lengths  by  asking  them  to  measure  the 
perimeter of the room. Or cutting a rope in two pieces etc. In these calculations, 
do not use decimals. However, you can practice regrouping of cms, mtrs & Kms. 
Let them first estimate, then measure and verify. 

 Introduce how lengths can be expressed in fractions and decimals. Now show 
how addition and subtraction can be done using fraction and decimal lengths. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Ask children to calculate how much distance does a batsman run between the 

wickets if he makes a century. Let them make convenient assumptions on how 
many 4s & 6s. Also tell them that the length of a cricket pitch is about 20 mtrs. 

Notes 
 Do not introduce fractions and decimals till you have introduced them in 

numbers. 

 

S TEP 4: O P E R ATI O NS W I TH LE NG TH 
Learning  Objective:  Finds  sums  and  differences  of  lengths.  Manipulates  length 
expressed as fractions or decimals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
  
  
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activities 
FO R MA TI V E A S SE S SME N T

5.   Concept: Intuitive understanding of length 
Material: Pencils or sticks or different length. 
Tasks:
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b.   Pick one of the pencils and ask questions such as find me a pencil longer (or shorter, 
or as long as) this one. 

c.   Ask the child to arrange the pencils from longest to shortest 
d.   Ask children to sort the pencils by their lengths. 
e.   After the child finished sorting, given one more pencil and ask her to place it inside. 
Observations: 
ii.     Observe if the child understands the longer, shorter etc. 
iii.   Observe how she compares the two objects. Does she align both the pencils at one 

end before comparing? 
iv.  While arranging (task b) observe if the child has some strategy or if she does it by 

trial and error. 
v.   While sorting (tasks c & d) observe the logic used by the child. 

 
 

6.  Concept: Intuitive understanding of length 
Material: Rope, Pencil and paper 
Tasks: 
a.   Place a curled rope next to straight one and ask which one is longer. Or, draw a zig- 

zag line on paper next to a straight line and as which one is longer. 
Observations: 
i.     Observe if child has misconception like only straight lines can be measured or if she 

only looks at the distance between starting and ending point for length 
measurements in curved lines. 

 
7.   Concept: Comparing using intermediary objects 

Material: Sticks, match pieces, rope/ thread pieces etc. 
Tasks: 
a.   Ask the child to compare two sticks / windows that are of more of less same size and 

cannot be compared directly using sticks or ropes. 
Observations: 
i.       Observe is she uses the same stick to compare both the objects while comparing. 

 
 
 

8.   Concept: Comparing using intermediary objects 
Material: Sticks of similar lengths, rope/ thread pieces etc. 
Tasks: 
a.    Ask the child to compare two sticks / windows that are of more of less same size and 

cannot be compared directly using sticks or ropes. 
b.   Ask the child to measure the length of the table in terms of sticks. Say the answer is 

5 sticks. Now ask, instead of sticks if I used matchsticks to measure the table will it 
be more than 5 or less than 5 etc. 

Observations: 
i.       Observe is she uses the same stick to compare both the objects while comparing. 
ii.   In task b check if the child understands that number of iterations is inversely related 

to the unit size. 
 
 

9.   Concept: Standard units 
Material: 
Tasks:
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a.    Is a meter is about the length of my arm, my foot, or a book 
b.   Name an animal which is about 5cm long. 
c.   Ask the child to guess the length of different objects in the classroom and the verify 

the guess by measuring. 
d.   After measuring a table, the carpenter wrote 54 in his book but forgot to measure the 

units. What could it be cm, mtr or km? 
Observations: 
i.       Ask how did she arrive at the length of a creature. 

 
 

10. Concept: Using a scale 
Material:  Scale 
Tasks: 
a.     Give a 15cm scale to the child and ask her to measure a thread that is shorter than 

15 cm and another one that is longer than 15cm. 
b.   For the smaller thread, start one end of the measure at 1 cm. Ask the length of the 

thread. 
Observations: 
i.       Observe if child understands how to measure using a scale.
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WE I G HT 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Class 1 
•   Compares between heavy and light objects. 
Class 2 
•   Compares two or more objects by their weight. 
•   Appreciates the need for a simple balance. 
•   Compares weights of given objects using simple balance. 
Class 3 
•   Weighs objects using non standard Units. 
•   Appreciates the conservation of weight. 
Class 4 
•   Weighs objects using a balance and standard units. 
•   Determines sums and differences of weights. 
•   Estimates the weight of an object and verifies using a balance. 
Class 5 
•  Applies the four operations in solving problems involving length, weight and 

volume. 
•  Relates commonly used larger and smaller units of length, weight and volume 

and converts one to the other. 
•   Applies simple fractions to quantities. 
•   Converts fractional larger unit into complete smaller units. 

 
TLM 
•     Weighing balance 

 
LEARNING PATHWAY: 
Step 1: Concept of Weight 
Step 2: Measurement of Weight 
Step 3: Operations with Weight 
Formative Assessment 

 
S TE P 1 : C O N CE P T O F W E I G HT 

Learning Objective: Understands the concept of weight 
Introduction 
•     Ask  children   which  of  the  two  objects  is  heavier.   Introduce   weight,   “The 

heaviness of the object is called its weight”. 
•     Ask children to feel the weight and compare two objects. 
• Objects may look bulky but may not be heavy. Practice comparing a few items 

where such a situation arises. 
• Ask  children  to  compare  weight  of  two  objects  first  by  feeling  and  then  by 

placing them on the measuring scales, one object on the either side.  Introduce 
the measuring balance and its parts. 

•     Demonstrate conservation of weight, that by breaking the object in smaller parts 
the total weight does not change.
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Introduction 
 Explain that it is inconvenient  to keep comparing two weights so you compare 

an object with a standard weight. Introduce gram as standard weight being used 
across the world. Introduce gram as a standard weight. Let them feel how heavy 
one gram is (the ones of the Base 10 Blocks are 1gm).  Since gram is very light, 
a more common weight used in day to day use is a kilogram (1000 grams). 1 Kg 
is roughly the weight when of 1 ltr bottle filled with water. 

     Take a few objects ans ask the childen to estimate their weight in standard units.
Verify using a weighing balance. Use the measuring scale, measure some items 
and note how much they weigh. 

 Reinforce the relationship between 1 gram and 1 Kg. Practice playing a change 
game between grams & Kg.   How many grams will it be in 5Kg? or how many 
Kgs is 3000 grams? 

Reinforcement 
Textbook & Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 

     Introduce weight labels on standard packages of Atta etc. 
 Discuss  how to weigh  a feather?  An Elephant?  Jewelery?  Vegetables?  Truck 

loads?  Discuss  different  objects  need  different  scales  and  different  units  of 
weights. 

Notes 
 Make  children  realize  that different  scales  are used for different  weights.  Ask 

them to check out in different shops. Explain that the weight scales must be 
balanced before object can be put into the pan. 

 Grams is the standard unit of Weight. Other units are related to this. Kilo (1000), 
centi (1/100), mili (1/1000). Similarly, Deca (10), Hecto (100) and Deci (1/10). 
Similar conversions are used in every unit of measure. 

     Estimation of weights is an important skills in real life. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
• Ask children to make a list of objects that are light and objects that are heavy. In 

this list again compare the weight of objects. 
• Discuss situation like buying vegetables, groceries where children would have 

seen various balance beams. 
Notes 
•  Children have problem in differentiating between weight & volume, they think 

larger objects are also heavier. Give many activities to make the difference 
evident. 

 
STE P 2: M EA SU RE ME NT O F W EI G H T 

Learning  Objective:    Measures  weight  using  a  weighing  balance  and  standard 
units. Estimates and verifies weights. Able to convert units of weight.
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Introduction 
 Discuss situations that involve addition & subtraction of weights. Use regrouping 

of grams to kilograms and vice versa. 
     Discuss situations when you need to add weights.  For example: you bought 1kg

200gms  or rice, 750 gms of onions & 100 gms of chillies.  How heavy is your 
bag?  Please  write  kilograms  and  grams  separately  and  not  in  decimal  form. 
Convert grams into kilograms when required. 

Kilograms        Grams 
25Kg   300gms 

+17Kg   750gms 
=42 Kg   1050gms 
=43Kg   50gms 

 

 
 Similarly, discuss situations when you need subtraction of weights. Show how 

weights can be subtracted as shown above. For example, you bought 2 kgs of 
rice. But mother used 400gms for cooking. How much rice is left? 

 
Discuss various situations where weight is expressed as fractions and decimals. 
Perform various basic operations on weight expressed as fraction or decimal. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook  and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Ask children to describe situations where sums or differences of weights are 

computed and solve these problems. 
 Discuss various real life situations where you come across fraction and decimal 

weights. 
Notes 
Introduce fractions and decimals only after they have been introduced with 
numbers. 

STE P 3: O P E RA TI O NS W I TH W EI G H T 
Learning  Objective:  Performs  various  operations  involving  weights.  Expresses 
weights as fractions and decimals and performing operations on them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FO R MA TI V E A S SE S SME N T 
 

Activities 
 
 

1.   Concept: Intuitive understanding of weight 
Material: Multiple objects with different weights. 
Tasks: 
a.   Pick one of the objects and ask questions such as find me a object that is heavier (or 

lighter, or the same weight as) this one. 
Observations: 
i.     Observe if the child understands the heavier, lighter etc.
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2.   Concept: Standard measurement 
Material: weighing balance, standard weights, different objects. 
Tasks: 
a.   Using standard weights ask a child to weigh 1Kg of sand, 200 gms of sand etc. 
b.   Ask the child to sort objects in three groups: less than 1Kg, almost 1Kg & more than 

1Kg. Later you can give an object ask the child to find an object twice as heavy as 
this one. 

c.   If I had 1Kg, 2Kg and 4Kg only, can I weigh 6kg using these weights? Can you show 
two different ways of measuring 5Kgs using these weights 

d.   If I have only 500gms weight, how will I measure 1 Kg? 2Kg? 250gms? 
e.   While weighing the potatoes the shopkeeper wrote 500 but forgot to write the units. 

What could they be: gms or Kgs? 
Observations: 
i.     Observe if the child understands how to measure quantities. 
ii.   In task c & d, observe the strategy used by the child. 
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V O LUM E 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Class 2 
•   Compares and orders containers in terms of internal volume(capacity). 
•   Orders given containers as per their capacities on the basis of perception & 

verifies by pouring out etc. 
Class 3 
•  Measures and compares the capacity of different containers in terms of non- 

standard units. 
•  Appreciates the conservation of volume. 
Class 4 
•   Measures volumes of given liquid using containers marked with standard units. 
•   Determines sums and differences of volumes. 
•   Estimates the volume of a liquid contained in a vessel and verifies by measuring. 
Class 5 
•  Applies the four operations in solving problems involving length, weight and 

volume. 
•  Relates commonly used larger and smaller units of length, weight and volume 

and converts one to the 
•   other. 
•   Applies simple fractions to quantities. 
•   Converts fractional larger unit into complete smaller units. 
•   Appreciates volume of a solid body: intuitively and also by informal measurement. 

 
TLM 
•     Volume Measure 

 
LEARNING PATHWAY 
Step 1: Concept of Volume 
Step 2: Measuring of Volume with Informal Units 
Step 3: Measuring Volume with Standard Units 
Step 4: Operations with Volume 
Step 5: Volume of Solids 
Formative Assessment 

 
STE P 1 : CO NE P T O F V O L U ME 

Learning Objective: Understands the concept of volume 
Introduction 
•     Take two containers  and ask the children if these filled them with water which 

object  will need more  water?  Discuss  that this is similar  to saying  how much 
space  do  they  occupy.  Introduce  volume  ”the  amount  of  space  anything 
occupies”.  Using  empty  bottles  discuss  how  it  takes  up  space  within  the 
container. 

• Discuss situations  where liquids are measured  like buying milk, taking syrups, 
making juice and so on. Let children fill different containers with liquids and 
experience  their  volume.  Ask  children  to  guess  which  container  has  greater
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volume and verify. 
 Give  exercise  that  make  children  appreciate  the  conservation  of  volume,  i.e. 

volume (of some liquid) remains the same no matter what container one pours it 
in. 

 Ask  children  which  containers  have  more  liquid  and  see  if  they  are  able  to 
understand  that  sometimes  to  containers  of  different  shape  can  have  same 
quantity of liquid or some containers look big (like tall but very narrow tube) but 
hold less volume. 

Reinforcement 
Textbooks & Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
  Guess and check which container will hold more water, with containers of 

different shapes. Eg. a thali, glass, bottle etc. 
Tips / Hard Spots 
 Children do not easily understand conservation of volume. When a liquid is 

transferred from one container to a bigger one they feel the liquid has now 
decreased. 

 Sometimes children look only at the height of the container to decide on the 
volume without looking at the area of the base. 

 

 
 

S TE P 2 : M E AS U RI N G O F VO LU ME W ITH I N FO R M A L U NI TS 
Learning Objective: Measures and compares volume using intermediary objects. 
Introduction 
  Discuss   situations   where   you  may  need   to  compare   the  volume   in  two 

containers where pouring from one to another is not possible. Discuss the need 
for intermediary measure of volume. 

 Compare different quantities of liquids using any intermediate measure such as 
cups, glasses etc. 

Reinforcement 
Textbooks & Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 

     Play water game using different containers. 
Notes 

 

 
 

STE P 3: ME A SU RI NG V O L U ME W I TH STA NDA RD UNI TS 
Learning Objective: Learns to measure volume in standard units. 
Introduction 
•     Introduce   the  need  for  standard   measurements.   Introduce   one   liter  as  a 

standard unit for measuring volume. This is the volume of 1 liter mineral water 
bottle or a Thousands cube in the base 10 block. 

•     Measure the volume of different containers in liters using a mineral water bottle. 
Let children estimate the volume and verify.
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 Discuss the need for measuring volume less than a liter. Eg. When we take a 
medicine or when we add oil for cooking. Introduce milliliter as 1 thousandth part 
of a liter. 

 Using the standard measure let each child make his own measuring  jar using 
mineral water bottle. Let them use the 100ml standard measure to mark 100ml, 
200ml,……1000ml on the bottle with a permanent marker. 

 Measure the volume of different containers in milliliters using the mineral water 
bottle prepared above. Let children estimate the volume and verify. 

 Reinforce  the  relationship  between  1  liter  and  1  milliliter.  Practice  playing  a 
change game between liter & ml.  How many ml will it be in 5l? or how many ltrs 
is 3000 ml? 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Introduce  volume labels in packaged products like a Frooty pack or a water 

bottles etc. 
Tips / Hard Spots 
 Liter is the standard unit of Volume. Other units are related to this. Kilo (1000), 

centi (1/100), mili (1/1000). Similarly, Deca (10), Hecto (100) and Deci (1/10). 
Similar conversions are used in every unit of measure 

 Milliliter is also called a cubic centimeter (cc) as it is the volume of a cube of 1cm 
size. 

     Estimation of volume is an important skill in real life. 
 

STE P 4 : O PE RA TI O N S W I TH V O LU ME 
Learning Objective: Learns conversions and performs operations on volume. 
Introduction 
•     Discuss situations when you need to add volume.  For example: you bought 1ltr 

200ml for milk in the morning and 2 ltrs and 500ml in evening. How much milk 
did  you  have  today?  Please  write  liters  and  milliters  separately  and  not  in 
decimal form. Convert milliliter  into liters when required. 

 

liters milliliters 
25 l 300ml

+17 l 750ml 
=42 l 1050ml 
=43 l 50 ml

 
• Similarly, discuss situations when you need subtraction of volumes. Show how 

volumes can be subtracted as shown above. For example, you bought 2 liters of 
oil. But mother used 400ml for cooking. How much oil is left? 

• Discuss   various   situations   where   volume   is   expressed   as   fractions   and 
decimals. Perform various basic operations on volume expressed as fraction or 
decimal. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets
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Concluding Activities 
• Discuss situations like the diary where different people get milk and the diary 

head has to finally keep track of the total volume of milk. Let children come with 
their own situations and problems and solve them. 

Notes 
•  Introduce fractions and decimals in volume only after the concept of fractions 

and decimals is introduced. 
 

S TEP 5: V O L U ME O F SO LI D S 
Learning Objective: Understands volume of a solid and estimate it intuitively. 
Introduction 
 Discuss situations where we need to know the volume of box so that we can 

arrange objects in it. 
 Discuss that it is the amount of thousands cubes (for lilters, for milliliters use unit 

cubes) we can keep in them, using base ten blocks demonstrate this. 
 Find volumes of various hollow containers (like tetrapacks for Frooti etc.) by 

filling them with tens/ ones cubes. Match the calculated volume with the 
measure on the label. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Discuss situations where volume is required to understand the holding capacity 

of a solid. 
Notes 
  For liquids we are concerned with the volume of the liquid, however for solids 

we are usually interested in the volume that it can hold (capacity). 
 
 
 

FO R MA TI V E A S SE S SME N T 
 
 

Activities 
 
 

1.   Concept: Intuitive understanding of Volume 
Material: Two hollow shapes (Bowls, glasses etc.), sand 
Tasks: 
a.   Ask children to identify which one of the containers has a larger volume. 
b.   Fill the water in a thinner container and observe the level of water. Now pore the 

water in a flatter container. Ask what happened to the water. 
Observations: 
i.     Observe if the child understands the more, less volume etc. 
ii.   Observe if child understands conservation of volume (task b)
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Class 1 

 
TI M E

•   Distinguishes between events occurring in time using terms -earlier and later. 
•   Gets the qualitative feel of long & short duration, of school days v/s holidays. 
•   Narrates the sequence of events in a day. 
Class 2 
•   Gets familiar with the days of the week and months of the year. 
•   Gets a feel for sequence of seasons (varying locally). 
•   Sequences the events occurring over longer periods in terms of dates/days. 
Class 3 
•   Reads a calendar to find a particular day and date. 
•   Reads the time correct to the hour. 
•   Sequences the events chronologically. 
Class 4 
•   Computes the number of weeks in a year. 
•   Correlates the number of days in a year with the number of days in each month. 
•   Justifies the reason for the need of a leap year. 
•   Reads clock time to the nearest hours and minutes. 
•   Expresses time, using the terms, ‘a.m.’ and ‘p.m.’ 
•   Estimates the duration of familiar events. 
•   Finds approximate time elapsed by (to the nearest hour) forward counting. 
•   Computes the number of days between two dates. 
Class 5 
•   Uses addition and subtraction in finding time intervals in simple cases. 

 
TLM: 
•     Clock 
•     Calendar 

 
LEARNING PATHWAY: 
Step 1: Concept of Time 
Step 2: Reading a Clock 
Step 3: Reading a Calendar 
Step 4: Time Intervals 
Formative Assessment 

 
 

S TEP 1: C ON CE PT O F TI ME 
Learning Objective: Understands the concept of time as a point in time as well as 
duration. 
Introduction 
• Discuss  the sequence  of daily activities  in the life of children  using terms like 

morning, evening, night etc. 
• Discuss which activities take a long time. Compare two activities by the time it 

takes to do them. Example: What takes more time coming to school or  to take 
bath, set curd or boil milk etc.
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 Discuss the movement of sun in the sky as the day progresses (similarly moon 
in the night). Also talk about the cyclical nature of day and night and the daily 
activities. 

 Discuss  cyclical  events  that  occur  over  longer  periods  of  time.  How  every 
Sunday is a holiday in school, or how a festival happens every year during the 
same time of the year. Discuss the cyclical nature of seasons. 

     Discuss age and how even longer durations get measured in years. Discuss the
key events that children have experienced in their life. Build a timeline for these 
events. 

     Introduce days of the week using popular rhymes. Discuss the class time table – 
How the periods  repeat  every week,  number  of maths  periods  in a week,  on 
which days etc. 

 Similarly  introduce  months  of  the  year  using  popular  rhymes.  Discuss  the 
weather, popular fruits/ vegetables, festivals, birthdays that come in each month. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Ask children to narrate any story. Discuss how the story progressed in time, 

what was the duration of various activities in a story. 
Notes 
 The child should appreciate the concept of time both as a point (morning, 

evening etc) as well as duration. 
 

S TEP 2: R EA DI NG A CLO C K 
Learning Objective: Understands the parts of a clock and how to read time.. 
Introduction 
 Introduce the clock and reading of the clock first by hours with the minute hand 

on 12 till children are very familiar with reading the clock. 
     Introduce 24 hours in a day and how the hour hand takes two rounds every day.

Introduce a.m. and p.m. 
 Now  similarly  discuss  half  and  quarter  hours.  Practice  saying    half  past  five, 

quarter past seven, quarter to 10 etc. 
 Explain that 1 represents 5 minutes, 2 ten and so on. Practice skip counting in 5 

and then associate the numbers 1-12 with the multiples of 5. Practice reading 
the  clock  to  every  5  minutes.  Introduce  writing  of  time.  Gradually  extend  to 
reading by the minute. 

     Introduce how to read and write time. 
     Discuss 24 hour time format. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Ask children to tell an activity associated with a particular time and represent it 

using the clock. 
Tips / Hard Spot 
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• Ensure that you give children time to master reading a clock. Making it 
interesting by connecting time with their daily routine helps this process. 

• The hour hand is exactly on the numeral only on the hour. i.e. the hour hand is 
one five exactly at 5 o’clock. For any other time it is between the number 
representing the hour and its next higher number . 

Explain to the children that the minutes marking follow the 5 times table. 
 
 
 
 

STE P 3: RE AD I NG A C AL E N DA R 
Learning Objective: Understands calendar and dates. 
Introduction 
 Introduce the calendar. Ask how many months are there in year, how many days 

in a week, how many days does each of the month have etc. 
 Introduce reading days of the week for given dates. For example for children’s 

birthdays  etc.    Let  them  identify  whose  birthday comes  first  in  the  year  and 
whose comes last. 

     Introduce  the  year  of  the  calendar   and  how  to  write  the  date.  Example,
15/7/2012 or 15th August, 2012 etc. 

     Let children make their own calendar for the current month. 
 Discuss  how days, weeks, months  and years are linked. Example,  how many 

weeks in year, week in month etc. 
     Connect the year to earth’s revolution and the need for a lead year. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 List out the different dates on which the festivals would fall in that year (Diwali, 

Christmas,  Id,  Holi  etc.).  Ask  the  children  to  identify  which  would  come  first, 
which one would come next etc. Similarly let them figure out on which day will 
the festival be. 

Tips / Hard Spots 
 Ensure children are able to associate the numbers correctly with the month in 

sequence and random. When asked which is the 4th month they must be able to 
say April. 

 
 
 

S TEP 4: TI ME I NTE RV A LS 
Learning  Objective:    Learns  to  calculate  simple  time  intervals  in  days  or  hours 
either by counting or using calculations. 
Introduction 
• Challenge  children  to  perform  as  many  repetitions  as  they  can  of  different 

actions such snap fingers, jump a rope etc.   in one minute. You can keep the 
time for them. 

•     Extend this to discussions about duration based on time measurements. Guess
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the time it takes  to do various  activities  (in hours  and minutes)  and compare 
which takes longer. 

 Discuss  the situations  where start time and the stop time are known,  and we 
need the time interval. Examples, race, train time tables etc. Discuss how to 
calculate these. 

 Extend  this  to  larger  time  durations  in  days  and  years  and  similarly  practice 
calculating time intervals in days and years. 

Reinforcement 
Group Work-Card 
Card Number: xx 
Concluding Activities 
 Discuss situations where a start time and end time are given and you need to 

compute elapsed time. Like a train started at Bangalore at 9 am and reached 
Tumkur at 10:30 am. What was the duration of travel . 

Tips / Hard Spots 
     Children may use counting to calculate intervals or at time use calculations. 

 
 

FO R MA TI V E A S SE S SME N T 
 

Activities 
 
 

1.   Concept: Standard measure of time 
Material: 
Tasks: 
a.    Discuss situations like: In a race Anita completed in 3minutes 5 seconds, Sunita took 

4 minutes and 2 seconds, while Vinita took 3 minutes and 7 seconds. Who one the 
race? 

b.   It takes 4 hours for train to travel from Bangalore to Mysore. A train started from 
Bangalore at 11am. What time did it reach Mysore. 

Observations: 
i.    Be prepared with many such question with varying levels of difficulty to gauge what 

can a child do. 
 

2.   Concept: Estimation of Time 
Material: 
Tasks: 
a.   Ask the child to estimate how long does it take to do different activities such as: Eat 

dinner, Blink, Clap once, clap fifteen times, writing your name, count from 1 to 100. 
Also include long duration activities such as germinate a seed, recover from a cold 
etc. 

b.   Ask children to identify their favourite activities and the time it takes to complete 
them. 

Observations: 
i.     Observe if the child has a reasonable estimate.
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3.   Concept: Standard measure of time 
Material:  Calendar 
Tasks: 
a.    How many weeks are there from 7th January to 24th  February? 
b.   The summer holidays start from May 15th. Today is March 23rd. After how many days 

will the summer holidays start? 
c.   Show the calendar of March, and ask the child to make the calendar of February/ 

April. Ask questions like on which day will April 15th  fall? 
Observations: 
i.    Be prepared with many such question with varying levels of difficulty to gauge what 

can a child do.
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G E O M E TR I C AL C O N C E P T AN D S H AP E S 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Class 1 
•  Develops and uses vocabulary of spatial relationship (Top, Bottom, On, Under, Inside, 

Outside, Above, Below, Near, Far, Before, After) 
•  Collects objects from the surroundings having different sizes and shapes like pebbles, 

boxes, balls, cones, pipes, etc. 
•  Sorts, classifies and describes the objects on the basis of shapes, and other observable 

properties. 
•    Observes and describes the way shapes affect movements like rolling and sliding. 
•    Sorts 2-D shapes such as flat objects made of card etc. 
 Class 2 
•  Observes objects in the environment and gets a qualitative feel for their geometrical 

attributes. 
•    Identifies the basic 3-D shapes such as cuboid, cylinder, cone, sphere by their names. 
•    Traces the 2-D outlines of 3-D objects. 
•    Observes and identifies these 2-D shapes. 
•    Identifies 2-D shapes viz., rectangle, square, triangle, circle by their names. 
•    Describes intuitively the properties of these 2-D shapes 
•  Identifies and makes straight lines by folding, straight edged objects, stretched strings 

and draws free hand and with a ruler. 
•    Draws horizontal, vertical and slant lines (free hand). 
•  Distinguishes between straight and curved lines. 
Class 3 
•    Identifies 2-D shapes 
•    Describes the various 2-D shapes by counting their sides, corners and diagonals. 
•    Matches the properties of two 2-D shapes by observing their sides and corners 

(vertices). 
Class 4 
•    Draws a circle free hand and with compass. 
•    Identifies centre, radius and diameter of a circle. 
•    Explores intuitively the area and perimeter of simple shapes. 
Class 5 
•    Gets the feel of an angle through observation and paper folding. 
•    Identifies right angles in the environment. 
•    Classifies angles into right, acute and obtuse angles. 
•    Represents right angle, acute angle and obtuse angle by drawing and tracing. 

 
TLM 
•      2D Shapes 
•      Elementary Pattern Blocks 
•      Tangram 
•      Geoboard 
•      Square Line Grids 
•      Protractor and angle measure 

 
LEARNING PATHWAY 
Step 1: Classification of Shapes 
Step 2: Spatial Relationships 
Step 3: Identifying 2D Shapes 
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Introduction 
 Using different objects discuss spatial relationships: top, bottom, on, under, inside, 

outside, above, below, near, far, before, after. 
      Let children describe different object arrangements using this vocabulary. 
 Ask children to arrange objects to demonstrate a relationship. For example, keep the 

book on the table. 
Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Pick and speak. Make chits with these words. Ask them to pick up and describe one 

situation in the environment which follows this relation. You can help the children read 
the chits. 

Notes 

Step 4: Identifying 3D Shapes 
Step 5: Lines and Planes 
Step 6: Properties of 2D Shapes 
Step 7: Properties of 3D Shapes 
Step 8: Area and Perimeter 
Step 9: Angles 
Step 10: Measuring Angles 
Formative Assessment – 2D/ 3D Shapes 
Formative Assessment – Area and Perimeter 
Formative Assessment – Angles 

 

 
 

S T E P 1: C L A S S I F I C A T I ON O F S HA P E S 
Learning Objective:  Understands and differentiates shapes of different colours and sizes. 
Introduction 
 Let children  collect various objects from the environment  and sort them. Discuss  their 

criteria for sorting the objects 
 Let children  trace the elementary  pattern  blocks.  Give children  outline  of shapes  and 

ask them to place matching shape on it. 
      Let children make different pictures using the elementary pattern blocks. 
      Give each group of children mixed shapes. Ask them to first sort it on shape or outline. 

Now ask them to sort on size / colour. 
Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Play shapes matching game. Each group is given some shapes (eg. leaves of different 

types). When the teacher shows a shape the children should pick up a similar shape. 
 You can pick an attribute (say children with curly hair) and point to each child and say 

you have it / you don’t have it. Let the children guess your rule. 
Notes 
•  At this stage the expectation is for a child to match shapes like similar types of leaves or 

objects. Geometrical shapes need not be introduced at this stage. 
•    Ask children to explain how did they sort different shapes. 

 
S TE P 2 : S P A TI A L RE L A TI O N S H I P S 

Learning Objective: Learns the vocabulary used in spatial relationship
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Introduction 
 Show  children  different  2D shapes  (Circle,  Square,  Rectangle,  and Triangle)  and tell 

their names. 
      Using 2D shapes let the children trace the outline. 
      Ask children to sort the shapes into circles, triangles, rectangles, squares and so on. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Play  I  spy  game.  Give  children  a clue  and  let  them  identify  the  object.  E.g  I  spy  a 

square from where I can see [window]. I spy a rectangle from where I can go out [door] 
and so on. 

Notes 
 At this stage, children see the shape as a whole but do not understand the parts of the 

shape  or  the  relationships  between  parts.  A  student  should  recognize  and  name 
figures,  and  distinguish  a  given  figure  from  others  that  look  somewhat  the  same.  “I 
know  it's  a  rectangle  because  it  looks  like  a  door  and  I  know  that  the  door  is  a 
rectangle." 

 Children may use 2D names for certain 3D shapes. Like circle for ball. Point out that it 
is a sphere and circle a flat shape. 

      2D are flat shapes which do not have thickness. They are shapes drawn on paper. 
      Do not introduce any formal properties at this stage. 
      You can introduce semicircle and quarter circle if children are ready. 

Introduction 
      Show children the 3D shapes and familiarize them with their names. 
      Call a child and ask her to pick the shape you have named. 
 Put all the 3D shapes in a bag. Ask a child from each group to pick a shape from the 

bag and name it. 
      Mix 2D and 3D shapes and ask children to sort them. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 

      Give each group a 3D shape and ask them to list some objects that are of that shape. 
Notes 

 
S T E P 3: I D E N TI F YI N G 2 D S HA P E S 

Learning  Objective:  Recognizes  and  identifies  different  two dimensional  shapes  by their 
names. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S T E P 4: I D E N TI F YI N G 3 D S HA P E S 
Learning Objective: Recognizes and identifies 3D shapes by their names. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S TE P 5 : L I N E S A N D P LA N E S 
Learning Objective: Understands straight lines and curved lines; Flat and curved surfaces. 
Introduction 
• Introduce lines. Using a rope show a straight line and curved line. Discuss the lines that 

are straight and curves in the classroom. Ask children to stand one behind one another 
and form a line. Demonstrate  how if you go directly from one point to other you go in a
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Introduction 
 Using  the  Geoboard  /  square  line  grid  ask  children  to  make  3  sided  figures.  After 

sufficient examples are drawn, ask children to sort the shapes based any criteria they 
choose. Then introduce criteria such as equal sides, square corners (demonstrate  this 
using the corner of the room). 

 Using the Geoboard  / square line book, ask children to make as many 4 sided figures 
with square  corners  and record them  in their square  line books.  As done above,  sort 
these figures (rectangles and squares). 

 Introduce terms such as sides and corners. Classify triangles,  rectangles  and squares 
using the terms. 

      Triangle– 3 sides and 3 corners 
      Square: 4 sides of equal length and 4 corners. A square is a special Rectangle. 
      Rectangle: 4 four sides and corners. Its opposite sides are equal in length. 

      Similarly introduce diagonals for a square/ rectangle. 
  Make a human circle. Have a child stand in the center holding a rope. Now ask children 

to stand around this child one at a time by holding the other end of the rope such that 
the rope is tight. This will form a circle. 

      Introduce terms radius and center. Introduce circle using these properties: 
      Circle – Each point of a circle is at the same distance (radius) from the center. A 

circle has no corners and sides. 
Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 

Concluding Activities 
 Play guess the shape. Put a shape in a small cloth bag. Let any child feel it and name 

the shape. Give the children some properties of shape as clues and let them guess the 
shape. 

Notes 
•  At this stage properties are recognised, but relationships between these properties is 

unknown.  A student should recognize and name properties of  geometric figures. “I 
know it's a rectangle because it is closed, it has four sides and four right angles, 
opposite sides are parallel, opposite sides are congruent, diagonals bisect each other, 
adjacent sides are perpendicular,...” 

      Let the children explore the properties and discuss these with them. Do not simply point 

 

straight line. 
 Let children  sort 3D objects  that slide  and objects  that roll. Introduce  flat and curved 

surfaces. Identify flat and curved surfaces in the classroom. 
Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Ask the children to identify plane and curved surfaces as well as straight and curved 

lines in 3D shapes such as cube or cylinder. 
Notes 
 You can introduce point, line, line segment, curve when children are ready. Line 

extends on either side till infinity whereas line segment has a start point and end point. 
      Concept of plane, line, point  are abstract. Reinforce this concept with examples. 

 
S T E P 6: P R O P E R TI E S O F 2 D S H A P E S 

Learning Objective: Understands the basic properties of two dimensional shapes like sides 
and corners and uses them to describe and identify the shape.
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them out and make them rote learn. 
 

S T E P 7: P R O P E R TI E S O F 3 D S H A P E S 
Learning Objective: Understands the properties of 3D shape like edges, faces and vertices. 
Introduction 
 Ask children to describe various 3D shapes (cuboid, cone, cylinder & sphere) in terms 

of number of plane and curved surfaces, straight and curved lines. 
 Introduce 3D shapes properties (edges, vertices – straight & curved, and faces – plane 

and curved) 
 Cube: You can stack up squares to make a cube. All the six faces of cubes are 

flat. It has 12 edges and 8 vertices. 
      Introduce  Cuboids – You can stack up rectangles  / squares to make a cuboid. 

All the six faces of cuboid are flat. It has 12 edges and 8 vertices. 
 Spheres- If you spin a circle (for example a bangle) you get a sphere. It is round 

like a ball. Every point on its surface is at an equal distance from the center. It 
has only one curved surface and no vertices or edges. 

 Cylinders  – If you stack up circles  you get a Cylinder.  It has two flat surfaces 
and one curved  surface.  It also has two curved edges,  one curve surface  and 
two flat surfaces. It does not have any vertices. 

 Cones – Cone is funnel like shape with a circle at the base and tapers up to a 
point.  You  can  form  a Cone  by spinning  a  triangle  (isosceles  triangle)  on  its 
edge. Cone is also formed by placing circles of reducing  diameter  above each 
other. It has one vertex, one curved edge, one curved face and one flat face. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
 Put a shape inside the bag and let the child feel the shape and identify it. Alternatively, 

a child can describe the shape using its properties while others in the group identify it. 
Notes 
  When two planes intersect they form a edge. When two edges intersect they form a 

vertex. 
 

S TE P 8 : A R E A A N D P E R I ME T E R 
Learning Objective: Understands the concept of perimeter and finds perimeter of different 
shapes; Understands the concept of area and measures area of different shapes using tiling; 
Understands the relationship between area and perimeter. 
Introduction 
• Introduce area as the number of squares that can fit inside a shape. Similarly introduce 

perimeter  as the length around the shape. Practice making different shapes that have 
an area of two, three four and five using Geoboard or square line grid such that at least 
one  line  of  each  square  is  touching  another  square.  Measure  the  perimeter  in each 
case. 

• Ask children to make as many shapes as they can on the square line book that has an 
area of 16 squares. Ask them to write down the perimeter of the figure in each case. 

• Now  ask  children  to make  shapes  that  have  a perimeter  of  16 cm  and  ask  them  to 
calculate the area in each case. 

• Draw a figure on square line grid and ask the children to make other figures of the same 
area  or  the  same  perimeter.  Challenge  them  to  find  the  largest  area  for  a  given
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perimeter. 
 Ask children to find patterns in the area and perimeter of a rectangle. Introduce area of 

a rectangle  is the same as the product  of its sides.  Similarly  introduce  the pattern  in 
area & perimeter of a square. 

      Ask children to find out the area and perimeter of irregular shapes on square line grids. 
For measuring  perimeter,  they may have to use a thread as an intermediate  measure. 
For  area  they  would  have  to estimate  the  number  of  squares  when  only  part  of  the 
squares are included inside the shape. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
•  Discuss  the  need  for  finding  perimeter   in  real  life  like  fencing  a  plot,  building  a 

compound wall. 
•    Discuss the use of area calculation in real life. 
Notes 
 Do  not  focus  on  formulas.  Emphasize  on  the  concept.  If  the  children  realize  that 

perimeter is the sum of the length of the sides discuss it 
      Let the children differentiate between perimeter and area. 
      Perimeter and area are measurement concepts. 

 
S TE P 9 : A N GL E S 

Learning Objective: Understands the concept of angles 
Introduction 
•      Discuss  the objects  that turn around  a hinge  – Doors,  hands  of a clock,  hands  of a 

scissors  and even a hand around  the elbow.  Ask  children  to estimate  the turn (less, 
more or equal) across different objects -  for example, turn the door to a right angle and 
hand to a right angle, ask which has turned more. Practice this a few time with different 
objects. Discuss how you can precisely measure the amount of turning. 

• Introduce angles as the amount of turning of an object around a hinge. Explain turning a 
door  &  a  window  by  the  same  angle  that  the  size  of  the  object  does  not  matter  in 
deciding the size of the angle. 

• Explain that after one complete rotation the object will be back in its original position. A 
right angle is one quarter  of a full turn. A angles  smaller  than right angle is an acute 
angle and larger than right angle is an obtuse angle. 

• Lines that meet at right angles are called perpendicular  lines. Two line that go side by 
side but never meet (like railway tracks) are parallel lines. 

• Discuss  angles  can be made  even when  the objects  are not hinged.  For example,  a 
bend in the road. Discuss how we can still measure the degree of rotation in that case. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 
•      Identify and discuss various angles in the environment. 
• Make shapes using matchsticks (3 to 6). Identify the different kinds of angles that are 

made (right angle, less than right angle or more then right angle). 
• Ask children to find angles using their body parts. You can also discuss with them the 

angles made by the hands of the clock. Let them measure the angles using the Angle 
measure & the Protractor. Let them classify this into right, obtuse, acute angles. 

•      Similarly angles can be introduced through paper folding. Ask children to make a paper
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aeroplane and then open it up the paper. Ask them to identify different angles in the 
paper. 

Notes 
• Angle as a measure of rotation is difficult for children to understand. It is likely that they 

confuse between the size of the lines with the size of the angle. 
•      Angle is a measurement concept. 

 
 

S TE P 1 0: ME A S U R I N G A N GL E S 
Learning Objective: Measures angles using a protractor and angle measure. 
Introduction 
 Explain that since after one complete  rotation,  you come back to the same point, you 

can measure rotations in relation to one full turn. A complete rotation is divided in 360 
parts called degrees. Any rotation can be now measured based on this measure called 
degrees. 

 Discuss  zero  angle,  acute  angle,  right  angle,  obtuse  angle,  reflex  angle  and  straight 
angle.  Also  discuss  parallel  (line  that  never  meet)  and perpendicular  lines  (lines  that 
meet  at right  angles).  Discuss  that  the zero  angle  is zero  degrees,  right  angle  is 90 
degrees, and straight angle is 180 degrees. 

      Introduce the term “vertex” as the point where two line making an angle meet. 
      Show  how  the  angles  can  be  measured  using  a  protractor  and  the  angle  measure. 

Discuss  measurement  of angles and practice measurement  of angles and measure  a 
few angles. 

Reinforcement 
Textbook and Worksheets 
Concluding Activities 

      Discuss why you would come back to the same point if you rotate by 60 degrees  and 
420 (360 +60) degrees. 

Tips / Hard Spots 
 Similar  to measuring  distance  on the scale, children  may not start their measurement 

from zero. If they start from any other angle line, explain that they need to subtract that 
from the final reading to get the angle measurement between lines. 

 Ensure that children distinguish between the size of the lines making the angle and the 
size of the angle itself. 

      Angle is a measurement concept. 
 

FOR MA TI V E A SS E SS ME NT – 2 D/ 3 D SHA P ES 
 

Activities 
 
 

1.   Concept: Identifying 2D / 3D shapes 
Material:  2D shapes of different shapes and sizes, Matchsticks 
Tasks: 
a.   In a group pick up one shape (say a triangle) and ask the child to pick up a similar 

shape as that one. 
b.   Show a square to child and ask what shape it is. Now rotate the square and ask 

again what is the shape now. 
c.   Ask a child to make rectangle, triangle etc, using matchsticks.
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d.   Show them different figures, some open, others closed> Ask the child to identify 
which of them are triangles. 

Observations: 
i.     Apart from knowing the names of shapes, check if the child understands the figure 

through their attributes and not just by their visual feel. 
ii.   Also, see if the child understands that the shape does not change even when you 

change its orientation. 
iii.   When a child draws a square when asked to draw a rectangle, check whether she 

does not know the difference between the two or she understands that a square is 
also a rectangle. 

 
2.   Concept: Developing Geometric Vocabulary 

Material:   Set of 2D and 3D materials 
Tasks: 
a.   Draw different shapes that overlap, touch, one inside other and ask children to 

describe the relationship between two objects. 
b.   Blindfold the child and give a set of 2D & 3D objects. Now ask her to find a object 

based on the description you provide. Eg. Find a shape with parallel sides. Only one 
pair of parallel sides. A curved surface etc. 

c.   Make a shape using matchsticks to a child such that others cannot see it. Ask her to 
instruct the group  to make a similar shape using matchsticks. Make line 3 
matchsticks long, turn 90 degrees etc. 

Observations: 
i.     Observe the vocabulary used by the child. Is she using geometric terms like inside, 

outside, touching, intersecting, parallel, perpendicular correctly? 
 

3.   Concept: Analysing characteristics  of 3D shapes 
Material:   Two sets of 3D shapes, a bag, a cloth. 
Tasks: 
a.   Put one set of shapes in the bag. Now pick up one shape from the other set and hide 

it under the cloth. Ask the child to feel the shape without seeing it and then pick up a 
similar shape from the bag. 

b.   Show different 3D shapes and ask the children to describe them. You can 
demonstrate how to do this once. 

Observations: 
i.    Observe the vocabulary the child uses to describe the shapes. 
ii.   See if she has an intuitive feel for the characteristics of these shapes. 

 
 

4.   Concept: Analysing characteristics  of 2D shapes 
Material:   Two sets of 3D shapes, a bag, a cloth. 
Tasks: 
a.   Make different 2D shapes and ask the child to sort them in two groups based on the 

properties of the shapes. 
b.    You can also ask riddles like: I have 3-sides two are equal, who am I? 
Observations: 
i.    Ask the child how did she sort these shapes, this would show their awareness of 

properties even if the classification is incorrect.
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FO R MA TI V E A S SE SS ME N T – A R EA A N D P ER I ME TE R 

 
Activities 

 
 

1.   Concept: Intuitive understanding of Area 
Material:  Flat (2D) shapes 
Tasks: 
a.   Give two flat shapes and ask which one is bigger. 
Observations: 
i.    Be prepared with many such question with varying levels of difficulty to gauge what 

can a child do. 
 

2.   Concept: Informal measurement of Area 
Material:  Square line grid 
Tasks: 
a.   Draw two rectangular carpeted/ tiled areas of different shapes and ask which one is 

bigger. 
b.   Draw shapes on square or triangular grids and ask to compare areas. Which one has 

the greatest area? Which one has the smallest? 
c.   Give two leaves of different shapes and sizes and ask which one has the greater 

area. Child can use a square line grid. 
Observations: 
i.    Observe how a child decides which one is larger, intuitively or by counting the 

squares. 
ii.   Observe have incomplete squares are counted / rounded off. 

 
 

3.   Concept: Measurement  and Estimation of Area 
Material:  Square line grid 
Tasks: 
a.   Ask how many square mtr tiles will cover the entire classroom. 
b.   Show a box (chalk box) and ask how many square centimeter tiles will cover the 

bottom of the box, side of the box etc. 
c.    Draw a rectangle on a square line grid and ask what is the area if each square is 1 

sq cm. How much is it when each square is 4 square cm etc. 
Observations: 
i.    Check whether the child has an intuitive feel of the area covered. 
ii.   In task c, check whether child understands that the area depends on the units (size 

of the enclosed squares). 
 

4.   Concept: Area and Perimeter 
Material:  Square line grid, objects 
Tasks: 
a.   Giver different objects such as pencil box, text book etc and ask the child to calculate 

area and perimeter using square line grids. 
b.   Draw two rectangles with the same area but different perimeters (eg. 8x2 & 4x4). Ask 

the child what is the perimeter of each shape. You can ask questions like, Is it
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possible for two figure to have the same perimeter but different areas? Same 
perimeter and same area? 

c.    Ask a child to draw a figure with a perimeter of 8cm or two different shapes with 
perimeter 20cm on a square line grid. 

d.   Ask a child to draw a square with an area of 4sq.cm. and a rectangle of 12 sq cm on 
a square line grid. 

Observations: 
i.     Observe the strategies used by children in these exercises. Ask them how did they 

draw a particular shape. Children often confuse between area and perimeter. 
 

FO R MA TI VE A SS E S S ME NT - AN G LE S 
 

Activities 
 
 

1.   Concept: Standard measure of time 
Material:  Different objects from the environment 
Tasks: 
a.     Ask children to identify angles in the environment. Ask them to compare angles. 

Which one is larger? Smaller? 
b.   Draw two angles of the same size but with different sizes of the sides. Similarly draw 

two angles of the same size with two different angle arcs – one closer to the vertex 
and other farther. Ask which angle is greater. 

Observations: 
i.     Check if the child confuses the concept of angle with the distance between two 

arms. 
 

2.   Concept: Understanding  angle measurement 
Material:  Clock 
Tasks: 
a.   Show the clock at 3 o,clock. Ask what is the angle made between the hour and the 

minute hand. 
b.   Repeat with different times. Children should first estimate the angle and the measure 

the angle to verify. 
c.   Draw angles in different orientations, where none of the sides is horizontal. Ask 

children to measure the angles. 
 Observations: 
i.     Understanding of estimation and measurement of angles. 
ii.   Children sometimes are not comfortable measuring angles without an horizontal side. 
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